Multi-quantum relaxation of highly vibrationally excited NO scattering from Au(111) represents a benchmark demonstration of the breakdown of Born-Oppenheimer approximation in molecule-surface systems. This remarkable vibrational inelasticity was long thought to be almost exclusively mediated by electron transfer. Here, we investigate state-to-state dynamics of this system with a globally accurate highdimensional potential energy surface (PES) newly developed with neural networks from first principles. Surprisingly, without invoking nonadiabatic transitions, our results indicate that the adiabatic energy dissipation to substrate phonons contributes significantly to the overall vibrational relaxation, provided the molecule-surface interaction is properly described. Moreover, the discrepancy between previous theoretical and experimental results regarding translational inelasticity and the dependence of vibrational inelasticity on the translational energy is partially resolved using this new PES, highlighting the importance of an accurate adiabatic PES in correctly describing molecular energy transfer on a metal surface, even with a strongly nonadiabatic feature.
Achieving a predictive understanding of heterogeneous catalysis is an ultimate goal of surface chemists and a grand challenge of physical chemistry. 1 This has motivated a variety of molecular beam experiments to investigate very fundamental aspects on the interactions and energy transfer between molecules and solid surfaces, at the quantum-state level. [2] [3] [4] [5] These experimental data have been used to promote the development of theory and assess the validity of theoretical models, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] which in turn enable a detailed mechanistic understanding of experimental findings from first principles. This interplay between these elegant experimental and theoretical works has revealed the reaction mechanisms in great detail for several prototypical molecule-surface systems. 11 In this aspect, inelastic scattering of NO on Au(111) represents one of the most extensively studied benchmark systems that illustrates the breakdown of Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation at metal surfaces. [12] [13] [14] Pioneering experiments by Wodtke and coworkers have discovered surprising multiquantum vibrational relaxation during the scattering of highly excited NO molecule from Au(111), [15] [16] providing unambiguous evidence for vibrational promotion of electron transfer. This interesting non-adiabatic phenomenon has later inspired several different theoretical models, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] which have semi-quantitatively reproduced the observed dramatic vibrational relaxation from NO(vi=15) scattering at a low translational energy of incidence (Ei) of ~0.05 eV. 15 More recent state-to-state measurements have supplied abundant vibrational excitation/deexcitation data of NO scattering from Au(111) with various initial states in a wide range of translational energies, providing more stringent tests for theoretical models.
14, 22-27 Surprisingly, none of existing theoretical models were able to reproduce the translational energy dependence of vibrational relaxation probabilities of NO(vi=3) 25 and vibrational state distributions of NO(vi=11) and NO(vi=16) at high translational energies. 27 It was argued that the disagreement is due largely to the insufficient accuracy of the adiabatic potential energy surface (PES), even though the dynamics of this system is dominantly non-adiabatic. [24] [25] 27 Indeed, all previous theoretical models relied on approximate PESs only. For example, the earliest MonteCarlo stochastic wave packet model developed by Lin and Guo enabled quantum jumps between empirical neutral and negative ion states of the NO molecule. 17 In the application of an electronic friction (EF) model, Monturet and Saalfrank constructed a two-dimensional ground state PES based on density functional theory (DFT) calculations and performed fully quantum-mechanical calculations based on an opensystem density-matrix theory. 21 Tully and coworkers advanced an independent electron surface hopping (IESH) model for this system, 18 with a DFT based Newns-Anderson Hamiltonian. 20 However, only a few hundred ground state DFT points were computed for parametrizing the diabatic Hamiltonian expressed by simple pairwise potentials and the lattice motion was simply described by a generalized harmonic potential. 20 Although IESH calculations have successfully reproduced some of experimental findings, 19, 22 as mentioned above, the adiabatic PES obtained by diagonalizing the diabatic Hamiltonian was suggested to be "too-soft" and "too-corrugated", 25 without covering the NO dissociation channel.
25-26 A more accurate adiabatic PES built from first principles is therefore highly desirable.
To meet this challenge, in this Letter, we report the first globally accurate high-dimensional adiabatic PES that describes both NO scattering and dissociation on a mobile Au(111) surface, based on a faithful neural network (NN) representation of thousands of DFT energy and force data. We took our recently developed strategy 28 that combines a direct dynamics sampling procedure and an atomistic neural networks (AtNN) approach. 29 The AtNN representation expands the total energy of the system as the sum of atom dependent NNs described by their chemical environments. For each atom, the chemical environment is represented by the atom centered and element dependent two-body and three-body symmetry functions. Since it scales linearly as the number of atoms in the system, this powerful AtNN approach has been successfully used by us and others to develop molecule-surface PESs involving both molecular and surface degrees of freedom (DOFs). 28, [30] [31] [32] Direct dynamics trajectories were carried out on-the-fly using the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package, [33] [34] using the PW91 functional. 35 The Au(111) surface was represented by a fourlayer slab model in a 3×3 unit cell with the top two layers movable. The Brillouin zone was sampled by a 4×4×1 Gamma-centered grids and the kinetic energy cutoff of the plane-wave basis was 400 eV. These trajectories mostly explored the configuration space for molecular scattering but with no access to the transition state and dissociation channel, owing to the very large and tight dissociation barrier. We thus added dozens of points along the minimum energy path and randomly sampled hundreds of points in the dissociation channel. The final AtNN PES was trained to fit 2722 points with both energies and forces, in which the root mean square errors (RMSEs) are 33.3 meV for energies (1.67 meV/atom) and 31.6 meV/Å for forces, respectively. The AtNN PES reproduces the geometries and energies of stationary points quite well (see Figure S2 ). More computational details and more comprehensive accuracy checks can be found in the Supporting Information (SI). 20 , along with the original DFT points. This comparison is twofold regarding the interaction between NO and the static surface. First, since our use a larger unit cell (3×3) than that (2×2) in Ref. 20 , the resultant DFT energies are somewhat different. Specifically, from Figures 1(a)-1(b) , it is found that the current DFT energy curves are slightly more repulsive as the NO molecule approaches the surface so that the AtNN PES is likely more favorable for translational inelasticity. Second, the AtNN PES reproduces original DFT energies much more accurately than the RST PES. This is not surprising given the very limited parameters and flexibility of the pairwise RST PES. 20 Indeed, the average prediction error of the RST PES with respect to 200 randomly selected configurations was ~120 meV, 18 which is much larger than that of the AtNN PES with respect to thousands of points. In particular, it can be seen in Figure  1 (d) that the RST PES predicts a simple orientational preference for NO being perpendicular to the surface, while the AtNN PES perfectly captures the subtle anisotropy in a very small energy range. This deficiency of the RST PES could result in too strong steering towards the "N-end" configuration while NO is approaching the surface at low energies, promoting the non-adiabatic energy transfer.
25
A more explicit comparison on the energy transfer and product energy disposal on the two PESs is enabled by quasiclassical trajectory (QCT) calculations. To partially account for the electronic excitation, we took advantage of the electronic friction (EF) model, 36 which effectively takes nonadiabatic effects due to the continuous excited states at metal surfaces into account, in a generalized Langevin equation on the adiabatic PES. The friction coefficient for each atom was determined within the local density friction approximation (LDFA), 37 which is dependent on the embedded electron density at the atomic position on the bare surface. 37 To make this evaluation possible, the electron density surface as a function of surface structure has also been analytically represented by AtNN. More technical details of our QCT simulations can be found in the SI. In Figures 2(a)-2(b) , the final vibrational state (vf) distributions of highly excited NO molecules scattering from Au(111) calculated on the AtNN PES are compared previous theoretical 19, 27 and experimental 15, 27 data. At vi=15 and Ei=0.05 eV, Born Oppenheimer molecular dynamics (BOMD) results on the AtNN PES reveal unexpectedly significant vibrational energy transferred adiabatically to surface phonons, in sharp contrast with previous prediction of little adiabatic vibrational loss. 19 This renders a very broad final vibrational state distribution peaking at vf=12. These results imply that the adiabatic RST PES significantly underestimates vibration-to-phonon coupling so that the semi-quantitative agreement between IESH and experimental results under this condition could be a coincidence. 19 This hypothesis is supported in Figure 2 (b) for NO(vi=16) at Ei=0.52 eV, for which neither the IESH nor EF model on the RST PES reproduces the experimental data. 27 Note that BOMD results were not reported in Ref. 27 , but they should be similar to the EF ones (e.g., see Ref. 22 ), which strangely feature an abrupt peak at vf=0, in qualitative contradiction with the experiment. On the other side, BOMD results on the AtNN PES again show a substantial decrease of vibrational energy, populating many lower vibrational states with a peak at vf=10. The comparison of AtNN results with experimental distributions in Figure 2 suggests that about half of the vibrational energy loss should be actually attributed to the adiabatic pathway. Apparently, the significant charge transfer from the surface to the NO molecule, 13 which is absent in our current adiabatic PES, is responsible for the remaining deviation from experimental observations. This charge transfer is neither captured by the LDFA-based EF model, which results in minor nonadiabatic energy transfer and yields very similar results as adiabatic ones, in accord with previous theoretical findings. 22, 27 We will therefore mainly discuss our adiabatic results below. 25 , as a function of Ei at TS=300 K. The branching ratio is defined R(vf)=S(vf)/(S(1)+S (2)+S (3)), where the S(vf) is the scattering probability to a final vibrational state (vf).
Next, we compare the final translational energy distribution in the vibrational elastic channel for (vi=3→vf=3), as a check of translational inelasticity. As shown in Figure 3(a) , both previous BOMD and IESH calculations on the RST PES predict similarly too low translational energies of the scattered NO molecules, shifting the translational energy distributions to the low energy end by ~0.2 eV. The RST PES was thus argued to be "too-soft" for too facile energy transfer from translation to other DOFs during scattering. 25 In contrast, the adiabatic AtNN PES reproduces the measured translational energy distribution 27 fairly well. This comparison indicates that our AtNN PES improves the "softness" of the gold surface, giving rise to the correct translation-to-phonon coupling. It also signifies that nonadiabatic effects are not that important with respect to this quantity for a low vibrational state of NO. In Figure 3(b) , the measured branching ratios of NO(vf=3) and NO(vf=2) after scattering from NO(vi=3) 25 are compared with different calculated results as a function of translational energy. Clearly, both IESH and EF calculations using the RST PES present the opposite dependence of vibrational relaxation of NO(vi=3) on the translational energy. On the contrary, somewhat surprisingly, the BOMD results on the AtNN PES reproduce well the increasing vibrational inelasticity as the incidence energy increases, although they underestimate the absolute probabilities due to the lack of charge transfer effects. Our results suggest that a direct mechanical vibration-to-translation coupling is important even though the dominant vibrational energy transfer mechanism is electron mediated. The aforementioned results unambiguously demonstrate that an accurate adiabatic PES is a prerequisite in order to correctly describe this benchmark non-adiabatic system. To gain a deeper insight, it is interesting to explore why the adiabatic AtNN PES outperforms the RST counterpart. Interestingly, Golibrzuch et al. found that the RST PES features too many bounces of NO on the surface which enhance the non-adiabatic energy transfer. 25 The high fraction of multi-bounce collisions, which results from the artificial attractiveness of the RST PES, could be largely improved using the more realistic AtNN PES. To check this possibility, we count a bounce in a scattering trajectory whenever the center-of-mass velocity of NO along the z axis reverses its sign. Our results extracted from about 1000 representative BOMD trajectories are compared to those reported by Golibrzuch et al. in Figure 4 (a). The only similarity of the two results is that the fraction of single bounce always increases with Ei, consistent with the direct scattering mechanism. Remarkably, the fraction of single bounce trajectories on the AtNN PES is dominant regardless the translational energy, much higher than that on the adiabatic RST PES. This confirms that AtNN PES is less attractive enabling more direct scattering trajectories. In addition, Figure 4b compares closest distance of NO above the surface, namely <Zmin>, averaged over numerous trajectories on the two PESs as a function of Ei. Clearly, the NO molecule approaches closer to the surface on the RST PES, especially at low energies. Moreover, because of the multi-bounce contribution, <Zmin> decreases with the decreasing Ei on the RST PES at low energies. This is an indication of a too strong steering effect, as the molecule with a smaller translational energy is likely to be more easily reflected in the sudden limit. This ability of accessing to the high electron density area facilitates the non-adiabatic vibrational-to-electronic energy transfer, which overcompensates the underestimated adiabatic vibrational energy loss on the RST PES. 25 Another possible defect affecting the dynamics is the absence of NO dissociation channel in the RST PES, as argued by Schä fer and coworkers, because the highly vibrationally excited NO molecule carries sufficient energy for dissociation. 27, 38 As shown in Figure S2 , the AtNN PES captures the NO dissociation channel and predicts a dissociation barrier of 2.88 eV, which is actually much lower than the available vibrational energy of, e.g., NO(vi=16) plus a translational energy. Nevertheless, no reactive trajectory was found in any calculations performed in this work. This extremely low reactivity can be ascribed to the entropic effects stemming from the too tight transition state, [39] [40] which morphs the shape of the PES from the entrance channel to the transition state and favors a bottleneck for dissociation. This topography is radically different from that of a completely non-reactive PES, e.g. for NO approaching the surface perpendicularly (see Figure S3) . As a result, the adiabatic vibrational energy transfer is promoted as NO climbs up to the transition state but fails to dissociate. 27 Interestingly, this feature is solely determined by the nonreactive region of the PES and is nothing to do with the inclusion of dissociation channel. We indeed find almost unchanged vibrational state distributions calculated on an AtNN PES fitted to non-reactive data points only with the N-O distance shorter than 1.8 Å, as shown in Figure S3 . This would simplify further development of more quantitative non-adiabatic dynamic models since the dissociation channel is not essential. To summarize, we report a globally accurate fulldimensional AtNN PES that describes both NO scattering and dissociation on a mobile Au(111) surface. Its high efficiency (~10 4 times faster than DFT) enables extensive BOMD simulations, which yield significant improvements over previous theoretical models in describing the phononmediated vibrational energy loss, contributing nearly half to the overall multi-quantum vibrational relaxation. The better performance of the AtNN PES can be attributed to the more reliable description of the repulsive molecule-surface interaction, the softness of gold surface, as well as the tight transition state, enabling more facile adiabatic vibrational energy transfer and more favorable translational inelasticity. Our results underscore the importance of the accurate potential energy landscape in determining molecular scattering dynamics at a metal surface. The current PES serves as a good starting point towards developing more advanced first-principles non-adiabatic models of this and other relevant systems.
